Overall Program – Organizer & Editor

- Boxed Version Still Available
- PC Version is Now a 64-Bit Program
  - Provide Better Performance for Certain Tasks
  - Mac Version Already 64-Bits
- eLive Environment
  - Access Tutorials Directly From Program
  - Tab at Top Beside Workspace Tabs
  - Will be Updated Periodically Automatically
- Improved Integration With Adobe Revel
  - Share Albums Across Multiple Devices
New Organizer Features

• Adaptive Grid View
  • No Space Between Thumbnails

• Improved Layout of Folder and Album Panel
  • Easier to Use

• Totally Redesigned Slide Show Editor
  • Initial Offering Theme Based and Limited

• Greatly Improved Setup of Email Feature
  • Email Images Only as Attachments – No Photo Mail
Photo Editor – Part 1

- Standalone Content Aware Fill Tool
  - Removing Objects Easier Than Ever

- 19 New Effects in Expert Mode
  - Generally Many More Effects, Frames and Textures Added

- Refine Edge Added to Selection Brush Tool etc
  - Easier to Access

- New Edit Selection Tool
  - Use After Making Selection
Photo Editor – Part 2

- New Guided Edits
  - Convert to Black and White
  - Selective Black and White
  - Noir
- Object Extraction added to Photomerge Suite
- Can Position Stroke Relative to Image Border
  - Inside, On, and Outside
- Auto Crop Selections Added
- Create Facebook Cover and Profile Photo
  - Accessed From Both Organizer and Editor
What’s Gone

• Slide Show Editor From Previous Versions
  • No More Pan/Zoom
  • No Text Placement, Style, Size, and Color Control
• Photomerge Style Match Removed
• Web Galleries
• Smart Albums
• Smart Tags from Auto Analyzer
• Crop Tool Golden Rule Overlay